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WELCOME – THIS WORKSHOP IS A VERY IMPORTANT STEP!
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+ FCC-+- ?

The two first steps are 
of ~similar cost
and lead to similar
starting date for FCC-hh
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FCC-ee Physics and ExperimentsThe Physics case of FCC-ee and theory uncertainties…--

In short: 
-- very high luminosities for Z, W, H, top 
-- unique measurements for H(125) 
-- exquisite energy calibration at Z and W
-- clean experimental environment , 

 survey of the heavy particles of the SM 
with unprecedented sensitivity/precision

Physics program: 88 GeV to 365 GeV

First step towards 100 TeV pp collisions  

2013 European Strategy:  There is a strong scientific case for an electron positron collider,
complementary to the LHC, that can study the properties of the Higgs boson and
other  particles with unprecedented precision and whose energy can be upgraded.
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(and the *=1mm optics as shown by Oide) 

(6) (1.6) (0.45)

(1-2) (3) (3) 18 (13.5)

-- Fantastic step to have achieved a ‘guaranteed’ baseline for luminosity and performance
-- The experimental set-up is not affected by an increase of the performance 

-- no pile up & low backgrounds
 any improvement in luminosity/MW improves physics and/or saves running time 
 improves flexibility of FCC-ee FCC-hh transition
 should be encouraged! 
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Today we do not know how nature will surprise us. A few things that FCC-ee could discover : 
> EXPLORE 10 TeV energy scale (and beyond) with Precision Measurements

-- ~20-50 fold improved precision on many EW quantities (equiv. to factor 5-7 in mass reach)
mZ, mW, mtop , sin2 w

eff , Rb , QED (mz), s (mz; mW; m)

-- Higgs boson couplings and top quark properties

> DISCOVER a violation of flavour conservation or universality
-- ex FCNC  (Z -->  , e) in 5 1012 Z decays. 

+ flavour physics (1012 bb events)                  

> DISCOVER dark matter as «invisible decay» of H or Z   

> DISCOVER Right-Handed neutrino(s) or very weekly coupled particle in 5-100 GeV energy scale
such as  Dark Photons etc… 

FCC-ee: discovery machine, not «just» measurements! 
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Precision EW measurements at lepton colliders
Some references:
Snowmass EW report, 
ILC ‘GigaZ’ papers, top talks and papers at LCWS16,17 
‘First look at physics at TLEP’ arxiv:1308.6176 
papers at ‘physics behind precision’ workshop

The question: closure of the Standard Model. 
-- are there further new particles or phenomena which affect 

(via loops or otherwise)
the relationship between observables? 

 Is there an intrinsic limit to extract physics due to theoretical calculations? 
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observable Physics
Present
precision

FCC-ee stat
Syst Precision

FCC-ee key Challenge
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Z Line shape
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E_cal QED corrections
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/469561/

5 1012 Zs

350-365 GeV 106 tops
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Precision Electroweak Measurements depend on theory in many different ways! 

Absolute luminosity enters in measurement of 
peak (mZ)  Nv ; WW thresholdmW ; e+e- ZH (Higgs total width) ; e+e-tt
 low angle Bhabha + large angle e+e-   (new thanks to high luminosity, more precise) 

QED at measurement level: 

Initial state radiation is crucial for Z line shape, AFB
, WW, ZH, tt threshold

Shift ECM , changes cross-section and event kinematics. (Presently 300keV effect on mZ)

Actions :  Staszek Jadach, with support from FCC, has set up a web site with up-to-date 
QED event generators
Maciej Skrzypek is starting work on WW threshold (beyond O(), exponentiation)
expect precision at O(10-4) for Lumi, Work in Progress for W mass. 
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similar improvement needed for 
e+e-WW pair threshold for 
mW measurement
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correlation between
mZ and AFB important
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-- value of s?
-- gluon radiation, gluon splitting, fragmentation, hemisphere correlations

enter in hadronic quantities Rl,Z  had l  , peak
had , Rb , WW, etc…  

affect efficiencies and jet algorihms. 
 5 1012 Z or 108 W or Z hadronic decays and 104 Hgg

with little or no backgrounds and ~4 detector will provide
-- s to +- 0.0001-2 (from Rl,Z or Rl,w or tau decays)  
-- calibration of efficiencies for hadronic decays
-- quark-gluon dynamics
-- quark and gluon fragmentation functions

including into K, p, charm and b-hadrons 
Data will provide internally input needed for experimental efficiencies etc…
Still: will need QCD event generators with sufficient flexibility to incorporate this knowledge

QCD effects at measurement level:

Precision Electroweak Measurements depend on theory in many different ways! 
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Physics interpretation of EW precision measurements

Basic inputs
mZ , QED(0), GF() 

Other parameters
QED(mZ), s(mZ), mb, mtop , mH

Electroweak
calculation

Predicted EW observables 
 parametric error (QED(mZ),s(mZ),mb,mtop ,mH) 
 calculation error (e.g. missing higher orders) 
under the hypothesis of Standard Model only. 

Measured EW observables

Also here…

5?

pattern of violations from new physics scenarios
RH neutrino(s)  Higgs doublet  new families etc.. 

fit etc…

There is new physics ! 
pattern of deviations may indicate
what it is.
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The main players
Inputs(2016): 
GF = 1.1663787(6) × 10−5 /GeV2     from  muon life time              6 10-7

MZ = 91.1876 ± 0.0021 GeV Z line shape                             2 10-5

α = 1/137.035999074(44) electron g-2 3 10-10

EW observables sensitive to new physics:
MW = 80.385 ± 0.015                                          LEP, Tevatron 2 10-4

sin2W
eff  = 0.23153 ± 0.00016                       WA  Z pole asymmetries 7 10-4

+  Rb etc... 

Nuisance paramenters: 
 (MZ) =1/127.944(14)                               hadronic corrections              1.1 10-4

to running alpha 
S (MZ) =0.1187(17)                                     strong coupling constant        1.7 10-3 

mtop    = 173.34 ± 0.76 GeV LHC+Tevatron 4 10-3

mH = 125.09±0.21 (stat.)±0.11 (syst.) GeV/c2 (CMS+ATLAS)                2 10-3



relations to the well measured

GF mZ QED

 =  /  (mtop/mZ)2

-  /4  log (mh/mZ)2

at first order:

3  = cos2w  /9  log (mh/mZ)2

b =20/13  /  (mtop/mZ)2

complete formulae at 2d order
including strong corrections 
are available in fitting codes

e.g. ZFITTER , GFITTER

EWRCs

13/01/2018
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Theoretical limitations
-- present

13.01.2018 23

SM predictions (using other input)
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Parametric uncertainties

Other parameters
QED(mZ), s(mZ), mb, mtop , mH

FCC-ee will measure
s(mZ) to  < 0.0002   (see D’Enterria at Berlin and arXiv:1512.05194) 
mtop to  < 50 MeV (see P. Azzi / M. Vos/ F. Simon arXiv:1611:03399v1(2016)
mH to  O(10 MeV)

QED(mZ) to  3 10-5 (P. Azzurri in Berlin, P. Janot , arXiv:1512.05544)
mb (relevant for H bb):            ideas for measuring mb (e.g. measure Z-> bb)

had been proposed at LEP should be revisited with benefit of statistics

In addition SuperKEKb will measure more of the {bb} bound state spectrum
and by radiative return the cross-section e+e- hadrons at low energy. 
 expect QED(mZ) to  5 10-5 from that method. 
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Theoretical limitations FCC-ee
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Experimental errors at FCC-ee will be 20-100 times smaller than the present errors. 
BUT can be typically 10 -30 times smaller than present level of theory errors
Will require significant theoretical effort and additional measurements!  
the above explains why we want the top running – and high Z statistics.
Freitas, Heinemeyer, Jadach, Gluza …  need for 3 loop calculations for the future!
Suggest including manpower for theoretical calculations in the project

SM predictions (using other input)

0.0005
0.0002 0.0001  

0.0001 

0.0003

0.0000
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DRAFT !
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ConclusionsConclusions

Precision measurements of the Higgs, top and Electroweak observables at FCC-ee
provide a unique probe in the unknown, complementary and synergetic with FCC-hh

The physics case of FCC-ee is made stronger by robust estimates of theoretical uncertainties. 

The high statistics and precision available allows control of parametric uncertainties at FCC-ee
e.g. direct determination of QED(mZ); as well as lower luminosity meast errors (ee).

The  estimate by S. Heinemeyer et al leads to errors that are of the same order of magnitude as 
(one is 2.5 times larger than) the target experimental errors.  Others are more optimistic. Only
the actual calculations will tell. 

There will be no miracle but for a large amount of work – which equates to discovery potential! 

It will be important, as soon as the project becomes prioritised, to initiate a training program 
for students and post-docs to ensure transmission of knowledge from the present experts! 
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Conclusions(II)

Three years before LEP started (1986 YR) the predicted error on Z was ~20 MeV! 

after LEP predicted the top quark mass from the Z scan ( Z to 3 MeV in March 94) ,  
t’Hooft and Veltman got the Nobel prize!

It may look like a brick wall but it may be a mine of gold!
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ConclusionsDiscussion

Precision measurements of the Higgs, top and Electroweak observables at FCC-ee
provide a unique probe in the unknown, complementary and synergetic with FCC-hh

The  estimate by S. Heinemeyer et al leads to errors that are of the same order of magnitude as 
(one is 2.5 times larger than) the target experimental errors. This would limit the physics impact
of the measurements and demotivate the facility. 

This workshop seems to imply that, by 2040, (date when precision measurements will start
coming out) the theory is expected to be precise enough not to limit the physics interpretation
of the measurements. 
 IS THIS CORRECT, PARTIALLY or CONDITIONALLY CORRECT?

In any case the conclusions from this workshop should be documented!
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ConclusionsDiscussion(II)

In any case the conclusions from this workshop should be documented!
There is more than one way to do this. 

Proposal to be discussed:
1. produce a single file proceeding out of contributions by all participants (and a few others) 

single contributions may be as short as a few pages with an extensive (efficient) list of 
references. There should be references

2. produce an executive summary making and justifying the most important statements
such as: ’By 2040, when FCC-ee precision measurements will start coming out, the theory

will be precise enough not to limit the physics interpretation of the measurements’ 
with justification based on the wrkshop contributions, others, and/or references therein.  

3. take part in the documentation of these conclusions in the CDR (J. Gluza & F. Piccinini)
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ConclusionsConclusions (III)

4. It will be important, as soon as the project becomes prioritised, to initiate a training program 
for students and post-docs to ensure transmission of knowledge from the present experts! 

A good way to initiate this is to already signal and document a set of piecemeal work packages 
that could be used as a basis for such a proposal. 
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PHYSICS COMPLEMENTARITY
Higgs Physics -- ee ZH fixes Higgs width and HZZ coupling , 

-- FCC-hh gives huge statistics of ttH, ttZ and HH events for gttH /gttZ and Higgs self-coupling

Search for Heavy Physics
-- ee gives precision measurements (mZ mW to < 0.5 MeV, mtop 10 MeV, etc…)

sensitive to heavy physics up to … 100 TeV
-- FCC-hh gives access to direct observation 

QCD      -- ee gives s  0.0002 in several ways
also Hgg events (gluon fragmentation!)

-- ep provides tructure functions and s  0.0003
-- all this improves the signal and background predictions

for new physics signals at FCC-hh

Heavy Neutrinos  -- ee: powerful and clean, but flavour-blind
-- hh and eh more difficult, but potentially flavour sensitive 

Some examples
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More slides for discussion
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what is the background to this? No trigger needed – we will not lose it!

See presentation
by O. Fischer.
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EWPO

Another example of Synergy and complementarity

detailed study required for all FCCs – especially FCC-hh to understand feasibility at all

to > 40TeV
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HIGGS PHYSICS

hh, eh precisions assume ee measurements esp. for Htt and HHH 
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Did these people suspect that we would be running HL-LHC in that tunnel >60 years later?

Let’s not be SHY!
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Synergy and complementarity

FCC-ee is a very powerful precision machine covering considerable new territory, with
discovery potential in its own right. 

There are presently four proposals for e+e- colliders covering the H and top (and Z, WW)
{ILC, CLIC}  and  {FCC-ee, CEPC}.*)  There is a consensus that physics needs such a machine
FCC-ee is unique for its precision and luminosity at the W,Z,H. 

Only the circular machines come with a tunnel, cryo, etc… for  a 100 TeV «ultimate» step
Synergy :                                     cost (ee+hh) < cost (ee) + cost (hh) 

The Physics of the hadron collider is quite complementary but in many cases it benefits from
the ee measurements in ways that should be quantified further in the 2d Physics Workshop  
Complementarity:                

Physics (ee+hh+ ep) > Physics(ee) + Physics (hh) + Physics (ep) >> Physics (ee), (hh), (ep) 

*) we are starting to work together, but one could do more!
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We have concluded that first priority is to achieve transverse polarization
in a way that allows continuous beam calibration by resonant depolarization
(energy measurement every ~10 minutes on ‘monitoring’ single bunches)

- This is a unique feature of circular e+e- colliders
- baseline running scheme defined with monitoring bunches, wigglers, polarimeter
- the question of the residual systematic error requires further studies of the 

relationship between spin tune, beam energy at IRs, and center-of-mass energy
 target is O(100keV) at Z  and W pair threshold energies (averaged over data taking)

‘Do we want longitudinal polarization’?

 lower priority

at Z, W, H, top: no information that we cannot obtain otherwise
from unpolarized AFB asymmetries or final state polarization (top, tau) 

+ too much loss of luminosity in present running scheme to provide gain in precision.          

Beam Polarization and Energy calibration


